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“The chance of gain is by every 
man more or less overvalued,
and the chance of loss is by 
most men undervalued”.

Adam Smith
The Wealth of Nations

(1776, Book I, Chapter X)



Are people fair about their merits?

Your
research 
proposal

scores
18

Your
research 
proposal

scores
30 cum laude

Imagine these two scenarios:

a b



The
Self-Attribution
Bias



“
Cognitive phenomenon by which people 

tend to attribute success to innate 
aspects such as talent and foresight, and 

attribute failures to situational factors.
[Bradley 1978]

“Heads I win, tails it’s chance” [Langer and Roth 1975]



The Self Attribution Bias (1)

Fundamental 
Attribution Error

Self-Serving
Bias

Components:

§ Cognitive
§ Motivational

Actor-Observer
Bias

Consists of:

§ Self-enhancing bias
§ Self-protecting bias

Motives

§ Self-enhancement
§ Self-presentation

SAB



The Self Attribution Bias (2)
Evidence of the existence of the Bias has been provided by 
several studies and fields, in both psychological and economical 
perspective:

§ Behavioral Finance

§ Welfare and public economics

§ Crisis economics

§ Corporate management studies

§ Politics

§ Anthropology

§ Sports

§ …

"In brief, as any cognitive perception,
self-attribution bias embraces
almost every aspect of human
behaviour and action, even love”
[Bentall et al. 2011]



Socioeconomic
Status



“
Socioeconomic status (SES) is commonly 
conceptualized as the social standing or 

class of an individual or group.
[Saegert et al. 2007]

Examinations of SES generally reveal inequities in access to resources, 
plus issues related to privilege, power and control [Saegert et al. 2007]





Knowledge gaps

In particular for the self-serving bias (SSB), different reviews 
have concluded that there is evidence for its existence, but 
the size and scope of the statistical effect remain in question

Thus this very rich literature leaves room for improvements, 
given that:

1. It does not focus on the interaction with the 
socioeconomic status: we don’t know how 
the SAB varies according to different SESs

2. Especially in the psychological field, studies 
neglect the estimation of its intensity



Research question

Goals:

§ Does the SES influence the SAB?

§ In which directions?

§ Is the bias strong enough to let people ignore the unequal 
starting conditions?

Setting:

§ Randomized Experiment

§ We mimick a real-life situation with a “rigged” game



Methodology - Units

Pilot experiment (24 students)

Expected (planned) sample: 200 university students

Selection criteria:

§ 50% public university - 50% private university

§ Show up fee

§ Consent to obtain some personal and family data 
(granting anonimity and confidentiality)



UNIT X

TREATMENT
Maximum inequality

(A)

University 1
(public)

RICH A1
Starting cr: +200

Hints: YES

POOR A1
Starting cr: 0

Hints: NO

University 2
(private)

RICH A2
Starting cr: +200

Hints: YES

POOR A2
Starting cr: 0

Hints: NO

CONTROL
Minimum inequality

(B)

University 1
(public)

RICH B1
Starting cr: +100

Hints: NO

POOR B1
Starting cr: 0

Hints: NO

University 2
(private)

RICH B2
Starting cr: +100

Hints: NO

POOR B2
Starting cr: 0

Hints: NO



Awareness of assignment condition

Flip the coin:

§ HEADS: you are assigned to a group that will have 200 initial 
credits and will receive some hints during the game;

§ TAILS: you are assigned to a group that will have 0 initial 
credits and will not receive any hint during the game.

Click here to
FLIP



The game: An example of task (1)

The rich:
You have 30 seconds to find 
the length of the third side of 
the right triangle (25 cr.):

Answer:

The “rich” are provided with additional resources to 
solve a problem:

The poor:
You have 20 seconds to find 
the length of the third side of 
the right triangle (25 cr.):

Answer:

15

20

? 15

20

?



The game: An example of task (2)

The rich:

In which year did World War II 
start (25 cr.)?

a) 1945
b) 1939

Answer:

The “rich” are provided with additional information to 
solve a problem:

The poor:

In which year did World War II 
start (25 cr.)?

a) 1945
b) 1939
c) 1933
d) 1940

Answer:



Methodology - Observations
Examples of questions:

1. “How would you grade your performance on a scale from 1 (==“very 
disappointing”) to 10 (==“excellent”)?”

2. “In percentage terms, how would you split the merit/responsibility of 
your results between yourself and the setting of the game?” 

3. ”How would you evaluate the performance of those who classified 
above/below your position? Order by importance the factors influencing 
their better/worse performance: …”

4. “You won X euros. How much of this sum would you leave as a “tip” to 
the system?”

5. “How would you judge the fairness of the game? Grade it on a scale 
from 1 (==“very unfair”) to 10 (==“absolutely fair”)”



Treatment Effect

REAL MERIT
(unobserved)

CONTROL
GROUP

TREATMENT
GROUP

3 2 1

Poor (Losers) Rich (Winners)

e.g. 
SA1,poor(T)

Action of
the bias
(by hp)

Interaction
with

inequality

self-attributionself-attribution



Meta-analysis [Campbell and Sedikides 1999]

Effect of Moderators on the SAB

Moderator
High

self-threat
Low

self-threat
Chi-

squared

Moderator’s 
direction in our 

experiment

Actor-observer role 0.47 - 0.13 30.89**** +

Task importance 1.01 0.69 2.62* surveyed

Self-esteem 1.05 - 0.07 18.03**** surveyed

Achievement motivation 0.18 - 0.06 0.55 + (proxy)

Self-focused attention 1.78 0.40 7.68*** +

Task choice 0.50 0.69 0.41 N/A

Outcome expectancies 0.40 0.10 5.40** surveyed

Perceived task difficulty 0.44 - 0.14 4.42** surveyed

Competitive setting 0.88 0.44 16.57**** +

Status in the treatment 0.79 0.27 36.84**** +

Affect 1.38 0.49 8.04*** N/A

Locus of control 0.83 0.30 5.76** N/A

Gender 0.50 0.28 8.53*** surveyed

Task type (skill-oriented vs 
interpersonal influence)

0.50 0.30 8.76*** +

Note: The higher the value, the greater the bias //  * p < .10   ** p < .05   *** p < .01   **** p < .001

Average effect size: +0.467 (C.I. 0.416, 0.518)



Budget and action plan

Item Time Amount (€)

Software development 1 month 1,000

Research Assistant 3 months 5,000

Show up pay 2,000

Game winnings 6,500

Computer labs 3 hours 2,000

Pilot
o Show up pay
o Winnings
o Lab 3 hours

1,180
250
780
150

Other expenses (paperwork, etc.) 500

Total 18,180

Start of the 
project

First draft of 
research paper

Pilot Experiment

Stage 1 (≈3 weeks):
Software dev.

1st sample recruitment

Stage 2 (≈5 weeks):
2nd sample 
recruitment

Stage 3 (≈5 weeks):
Data collection
Data analysis



Limits and threats

Construct Validity External Validity

§ Explication of Constructs
§ Resentful demoralization
§ Mono-operation
§ Levels of construct

§ Homogenous, selected 
population

§ Variations of the treatment

Internal Validity Statistical Conclusions

§ Reverse causality § Power



Strenghts

§ Flexibility

§ Multi-site implementation

§ Focus on intensity of the bias

§ Fill the gap: inequalities

§ Social and political implications: a 
“rigged”game



Thank you
for the attention.


